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By modifying the construction of the Cartan-Leray spectral se
quence of a covering [l, Chapter 16, §8], it is possible to prove the 
following result. 

THEOREM 1. Let T be a finite group acting on a space X. Let A be a 
closed w-stable subspace of X, Then there is a convergent spectral sequence 
with 

EÎ'J(X, A) = Ê\T, H\X, A)) 

where Hl denotes the Tate cohomology ofir [l, Chapter 12 ] and H3'(X, A) 
is the jth Cech cohomology group of (X, A) with arbitrary coefficients 
and with w action induced by that on X. The term Ew is the graded 
module associated with a certain filtered module J*(XyA). This sequence 
is natural with respect to ir-equivariant maps of (X, A). If w acts trivi
ally on X, the sequence is trivial i.e. E^ — E^. 

In order to compute J*(X, A), we must impose rather drastic 
conditions. 

THEOREM 2. Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space with the 
property that any {open) covering of X has a finite dimensional refine
ment. Assume that any point of X is either left fixed by all elements of 
7T or else is such that all its images under elements of ir are distinct. 

Let XT, Av be the sets of fixed points in X and A respectively. Then 
the inclusion i: {X*, Aw)—>(Xf A) induces an isomorphism 

i*:J*(X, i l ) - > 7 * ( X ' , A'). 

REMARK, i* need not be an isomorphism of filtered modules i.e. 
F*J*(X, A)-+FkJ*(X*, A') need not be onto for all k. 

Now, assume that ir is cyclic of prime order p. The condition of 
Theorem 2 about the action of IT is then trivially satisfied. The spec
tral sequence is annihilated by multiplication by pt the order of x. 
Consequently, all terms are Zp-modules. 

THEOREM 3. Let (X, A) and IT satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 
with 7T cyclic of prime order p. Then for all integers k and n, and any 
coefficient group, 

1 This work was done while the author was a National Science Foundation fellow. 
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£ dim d ' \ x \ A") ^ X dim E*2
,y(X, A) 

the sums being over those (i, j) such that i+j = n, j^k. Here "dim" 
means dimension as Zp-module. 

This follows trivially from Theorems 1 and 2. 
If we take Zp as coefficient group and evaluate E^iX*, AT) by 

the universal coefficient theorem, we get generalizations of the 
inequalities of Floyd [2]. The Smith homology sphere theorem [4] 
follows immediately from this and an easy argument using the spec
tral sequence. 

By taking Z as coefficient group and using the universal coefficient 
theorem, we get the following theorem which generalizes some in
equalities of Heller [3]. 

THEOREM 4. Let (X, A) and w be as in Theorem 3. Assume that w 
acts trivially on Hq(X, A ; Z) for all q. Then, for all ky 

]C dim H«(X', A*\ Zp) ^ X) dim #*(X, A; Zp) 

the sums being over all q^k with q — k even. 

It is also easy to prove Heller's equality x?r(X, A) ~x(XT, AT) [3] 
by using the periodicity of the Tate cohomology of a cyclic group w. 

It is also possible to prove theorems about the local properties of 
(XT, A"). More interesting, however, is the fact that cup products 
are easily introduced into the spectral sequence. This makes it pos
sible to relate the cohomology rings of (X, A) and (XT, Ar). For 
example, we can ask whether H*(XT, Ar) will have the cohomology 
ring of a product of spheres whenever iJ*(X, A) does. (Note that 
in the theorems stated by Heller [3 ] concerning products of spheres, 
the word "product" should be replaced everywhere by the word 
"wedge." It is easy to give counterexamples to the theorems as 
stated.) The following theorem gives a partial answer to this ques
tion. I t is remarkable that even this theorem becomes false if XT is 
not assumed to be connected. 

THEOREM 5. Let X and T satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 with 
A== 0 and w cyclic of prime order p. Assume that ir acts trivially on 
iJ*(X; Z) and iJ*(X; Zp). Assume also that Ü*(X; Zp) is isomorphic 
to H*(S2mXS2n\ Zp) as a ring. Here 2m and 2n are any even positive 
integers. 

If XT is connected, then H*(XT; Zp) is isomorphic as a group to 
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H*(S2rXS2s; Zv) where 2r and 2s are even and positive and r^m, sSn. 
Furthermore, if r^s, then H*(X*\ Zp) is isomorphic to 

H*(S2rXS2°;Zp) 

as a ring. 
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1. Introduction. Let £ be a real linear space with a seminorm || ||. 
Let S be the set of linear functionals of norm less than or equal to 1 ; 
thus, LÇzS whenever |L(x) | =*\\X\\ for all x£ .E. In many problems, 
it is important to know something about the extreme points of S; L 
is extreme if we cannot write L = (Z/+Z/ ' ) /2 with L' and L" dis
tinct members of S. In this note, a new procedure will be developed 
for the study of a particular functional L; in particular, this will 
provide a surprisingly simple and useful characterization for the ex
treme functionals. With each L, we shall associate a closed subspace 
VL of E in such a fashion that the relative "flatness" of 5 at L is de
termined by the size of VL> In particular, L is an extreme point of 
5 if and only if VL is all of E. The results are formulated for a semi-
normed space E to allow their application to certain special cases of 
considerable interest. One such question is discussed in the last sec
tion where we look for extreme functionals in the class of those that 
vanish on a fixed subspace M. 

2. Construction of VL- An equivalent way to say that L is extreme 
in 5 is to say that a functional 6 obeys | |L±0| | ëî l only if 0 = 0. Be
cause we are dealing with a real space, this condition on d can be re
written as 
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